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1. REMOVAL OF CAUSE.
A cause is not removable from a state to a federal court, if it could not have

heen originally instituted in the fe1eral court by the plaintiff as assignee of
the instrument sued on.

2. NEGOTIABLE INSTHUMENT-UNCERTAINTY IN.
Where the instrument is uncertain as to amount and time of payment of

attorney's fees to be paid in case of suit brought on the note, and uncertain as
to the person to whom payable, and dependent on the cOJ:l.tingency of the bring-
ing of suit thereon, it is not a negotiable instrument under the laws of Min-
nesota.

On Motion to Remand.
Suit instituted in the United States court by plaintiff as assignee

of the instrument sued on, which was in the form of a negotiable prom-
issory note, except that it contained an agreement by the maker to
pay 10 per cent. of the principal as attorney's fees in case suit
should be brought upon it. Cause removed to this court on the
ground of the citizenship of the parties. Motion to remand on the
ground that the instrument is not a promissory note, negotiable by
the law-merchant, within the meaning of the first section of the act
of congress of March 3, 1875, and therefore not an instrument on
which the assignee can sue in this court without showing that the
suit might have been maintained here by the assignor.
James Quirk and John M. Gilman, for plaintiff.
Goliister Bros. and Lewis <t Leslie, for defendant.
MCCRARY, C. J. The note sued on was executed and made paya-

ble in the state of Minnesota, and is therefore to be interpreted ac-
cording to the laws of that state; and in determining the question as to
whether it is to be regarded as a promissory note, negotiable by the
law-merchant, within the meaning of the act of congress of March 3,
1875, it is proper to inquire what is the law of the state upon the
subject, as determined by its snpreme court.
It has been held that a state statute, defining the requisites of a

negotiable promissory note, will be followed by a federal court sitting
in that state in construing a contract made and to be performed
therein. Green v. Weston, 7 Biss. 360. The same rule should, we
think, obtain where the law of the state has been declared by the
adjudication of its highest judicial tribunal. The parties are pre-
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sumed to have contracted with reference to the law of the state in
which their contract was made and to be performed, whether that
law has been settled by legislative enactment or by judicial decision.
The question, therefore, is whether the instrument sued on is a

negotiable promissory note according to the law of Minnesota. It is
not claimed that .there is any statute upon the subject, but it is in-
sisted that the question has been decided by the supreme court of the
state in the case of Jones v. Radatz, 27 Minn. 240; [So C. 6 N. W.
Rep. 800.] That was a suit upon a promissory note in the' usual
form, except that it provided for payment by the maker of "reasona-,
ble attorney's fees if suit should be instituted for its collection." It
was held not to be a negotiable promissory note, the court saying:
.. Stipulations collateral to the obligation, such as relating to security, or to

the remedy to enforce the obligation, have been held not to affect the negoti-
'able character of the instrument. But we know of no case which concedes
that the fixed character of the obligation may be changed, either by making
it uncertain as to amount or time of payment,or person by whom or to whom
payable, or by making it depend to any extent on a contingency without
depriving thEl instrument of the negotiability. Certainty in these respects is
essential to negotiability."

It is manifest that the instrument sued on in the present case is
not a negotiable promissory note within the rule laid down in this
decision. The instrument is uncertain as to amount, for the 10 per
cent. attorney's fees is only to be paid in case suit is brought upon
it; it is, as to the attorney's fees, uncertain as to time of payment,
for such fees are only to be paid after suit, which may be brought at
any time within the statute of limitations. It is uncertain as to the
person to whom payable, because we must presume that payment
of attorney's fees is to be made to whomsoever as attorney shall bring
suit; and it is uncertain, because it depends upon a contingency, to-
wit, the bringing of a suit. It has, it is true, one element of certainty
not found in the instrument passed upon by the supreme court of
Minnesota: the amount to be paid as attorneys fees is fixed in the
present case, while it was left indefinite in that case. But all the
other elements of uncertainty remain, and they are sufficient, accord-
ing to the law as declared by the supreme court of this state, to de-
prive the instrument of its negotiability. Without, therefore, de-
termining what construction should be given to the instrument sued
on, in the absence of any settled rule having the force of law within
the state where the contract is made and to be performed, and with-
out reviewing the conflicting authorities upon that question, we think
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it proper, in the present case, to' the decision ofth'e supreme
court of Minnesota, and to hold the instrument non-negotiable.
Following the rule laid down in Berger v. Oounty Oam'ra, 2 Mc-

Crary, 483, [8. C. 5 FED. REP. 23,] we must also hold that the
cause was not removable, because it could not have been originally
instituted in ·this court by the plaintiff as assignee of the instrument
sued on.
The motion to remand must be sustained. 80 ordered.

See note to Merchants' Nat. Bank v. Sevier, ante, 662,667•

.l'OPPENHAUSER 'V. INDIA-RUBBER (JOMB CO. and others.

(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. January 4, 1883.)

1. CITIZENSHIP-OHANGE Oll' DOMICILE.
For the purposes of the jurisdiction of the court of the United States, domi-

cile is the test of citizenship. A person may be a resident alien, but cannot be
a citizen of the state when he has abandoned his domicile there.

2. SAME-OASE STATED.
The defendant having removed this suit from the state court, the plaintiff

moves to remand upon the ground that she was at the time of the commence-
ment of the action, and now is, a citizen of the state of New York, where the
defendants reside. By the affidavit of the husband of the plaintiff in support
of this motion, and another affidavit in the case, it appears that the plaintiff
and her husband, a naturalized citizen of the United States, resided in the
state of New York from 1859 to 1871; that in the latter year she removed with
her husband to Hamburg, Germany, where she has since continuously resided,
her husband having returned to this country occasionally on businellS. Held,
that though by reason of her husband's naturalization the plaintiff might be
entitled to all the privileges of citizenship here, the practical inference from
the facts as they appear in the affidavits is that she has changed her residence,
and that the plaintiff's position is no better than that of a native-born citizen
who has changed his domicile. The suit was properly removed.

W. Z. Larned, for plaintiff.
Abbett <f Fuller, for defendants.
WALLACE, C. J. The defendants having removed this suit from

the state court, the plaintiff moves to remand upon the ground that
ahe was at the time of the commencement of the action, and now is,
a citizen of the state of New York, the state where the defendants re-
side. The affidavit upon which the motion is founded is made by
Conrad Poppenhauser, the husband of the plaintiff, and states that
he was a resident of the state of New York continuously from 1848


